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Polynomial Time Algorithms for
Estimation of Rare Events in

Queueing Models

Vladimir Kriman

and Reuven Y. Rubinstein

Faculty of Industrial Engineering and Management

Technion|Israel Institute of Technology, Haifa 32000, Israel

Abstract

This paper presents a framework for analyzing time complexity
of rare events estimators for queueing models. In particular it deals
with polynomial and exponential time switching regenerative (SR) es-
timators for the steady-state probabilities of excessive backlog in the
GI=GI=1 queue, and some of its extensions. The SR estimators are
based on large deviation theory and exponential change of measure,
which is parametrized by a scalar t. We show how to �nd the opti-
mal value w of the parameter t, which leads to the optimal exponential

change of measure (OECM), and we �nd conditions under which the
OECM generates polynomial time estimators. We, �nally, investigate
the \robustness" of the proposed SR estimators, in the sense that we
�nd how much one can perturb the optimal value w in the OECM such
that the SR estimator still leads to dramatic variance reduction and
still is useful in practice. Our extensive numerical results suggest that
if the optimal parameter value w is perturbed up to 20%, we only lose
2{3 orders of magnitude of variance reduction compared to the orders
of tenth under the optimal value w.

Keywords. Large Deviation Theory, Rare Events, Robustness, Score

Function, Sensitivity Analysis, Simulation.
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1 Introduction

Estimation of rare events is important for many modern applied systems, in

particular for asynchronous transfer mode multiplexers in broadband inte-

grated switching digital network [7]. It is well known that under the original

probability measures, (crude Monte Carlo), estimation of rare events is very

time consuming and therefore is extremely costly. Instead, a method based

on changing the underlying distribution, called importance sampling (IS), to

speed up the simulation is typically used [29]. In the past decade, IS has

been applied to a variety of problems arising in the analysis of rare events in

queueing systems (see e.g., [1], [2]- [14], [16]{[18], [19], [20], [26], [27], [30]-

[36], and [38]). The main idea of IS approach is to make the occurrence of

rare events more frequent by simulating the system under the new probabil-

ity measure. Then, in order to obtain an unbiased estimator of the desired

rare event, the simulated events are weighted by using the likelihood ratio

(also called Radon-Nikodym derivative).

Note that most papers on rare events utilize large deviations (LD) theory

and exponential change of measure (ECM) as the main mathematical tools

(see Appendix A, Section 8 for the de�nition of ECM). LD techniques give

the optimal change of measure (in the sense of minimal variance) within the

class of all feasible ECM. We call it the optimal exponential change of mea-

sure (OECM) (see e.g., [36], [11]) The above raises the following questions:

What will be the computational cost under this `optimal' distribution? Does

expanding the class of admissible simulation distributions produces any more

asymptotically e�cient solutions?, (see e.g. [30]). To answer these questions

we propose a framework for simulation speedup analysis, which is based on

the theory of complexity.In particular we deal with polynomial and expo-

nential time of the so-called switching regenerative (SR) estimators for eval-

uating the steady-state probabilities of excessive backlog in the GI=GI=1

queue, and some of its extensions. The idea is to use initially, in each re-

generative cycle, a more congested simulation distribution that will lead to

quick occurrence of rare events, and then change the simulation distribution,

so that the system will be driven back to the regeneration state. Empirical

studies of this technique are given, for example, in [26], [20], [29] and [12].

For parallel work on complexity of rare events estinators see Asmussen and

Rubinstein [6].

Identi�cation of the OECM for complex queueing models reduces, at

best, to a di�cult numerical problem (see e.g., [27], [34]). Hence, typically

one obtains a computational error (exceptions are some cases where we have

explicit solutions, see e.g., [16], [17].) In particular we consider the following

problem: given the simulation distribution generates an exponential time

IS algorithm, how high will be the computational cost T? We show that

T = exp(1=�z + o(1=�)); where � � 1=x is a small parameter, while we

obtain an analytical expression for the exponential rate z for the switching

regenerative estimator. Note that our results agree with [35], in which a
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rather general problem of estimating rare events is considered.

While we deal here with the steady-state behavior, we would like to

mention a related transient analysis by Sadowsky [30]. He analyzes tran-

sient behavior in the GI=GI=m queue and shows that within the class of

all possible importance sampling distribution, the OECM has the following

strong asymptotic optimality property: as the backlog x ! 1; the compu-

tational cost (simulation time required to obtain an estimator of prescribed

accuracy) Tx grows less than exponentially fast (we show that, in fact, it is

polynomial) in x, and all the other GI=GI=m simulation distributions incur

a computational cost that grows at a strictly positive exponential rate! There

are a few parallel works (see e.g. [23], [9]) but they do not directly deal with

queueing systems.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we present

a framework for complexity analysis of Monte Carlo estimators. Sections

3 and 4 deal with switching regenerative estimators and their properties.

Section 5 investigates the \robustnes" of the SR estimator, in the sense that

we �nd how much one can perturb the optimal value in the OECM such

that the SR estimator still leads to dramatic variance reduction and might

be useful in practice. Section 6 presents a number of extensions. In partic-

ular, it considers deterministic service times, batch arrivals, and stationary

Markovian interarrival times. We also show that similar complexity results

hold for sensitivities (gradients) of probabilities of rare events with respect

to parameters of the interarrival and service time distributions. In Section

7 we give supporting numerical examples, a brief discussion for the future

research and concluding remarks.. The de�nition of ECM and proofs of the

main results are included in the Appendix.

2 Framework for complexity analysis via impor-

tance sampling

Consider the expected performance

� = P(Y 2 A) =

Z
1

�1

IA(y)f(y)dy = IEf [I(Y 2 A)]; (1:1)

where the expectation is taken with respect to the density f(�); and IA(y)

is the indicator function of the set A; i.e., IA(y) = 1 if y 2 A and IA(y) = 0

otherwise.

Let g(y) be a probability measure density function. Assume that g(y)

dominates f (y) in the absolutely continuous sense, that is

suppff(y)g � suppfg(y)g:

Using the density g(y) we can represent � in (1.1) as

� =

Z
IA(y)

f (y)

g(y)
g(y)dy = IEg [IA(Y)W (Y)]; (1:2)
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where W (y) = f(y)=g(y) is called the likelihood ratio (LR) or the Radon-
Nikodym derivative, and the subscript g means that the expectation is taken
with respect to the probability density g:

An unbiased estimator of � is given by

�N(g) =
1

N

NX
n=1

InW (Yn); (1:3)

that is, � can be estimated by taking a random sample Y1; :::;YN from a
density g(�), and then the output (In � I(Yn)) is made unbiased by multi-
plying by the likelihood ratio W . Sampling from a di�erent density is called
a change of measure; the density g is called the importance sampling density
(or if g(y) = dG(y)=dy; G is called the importance sampling distribution);
and �nally, �N (g) is called the IS estimator (and the associated Monte Carlo
algorithm is called the IS algorithm). In the particular case where there is
no change of measure (g = f); we have W = 1; and the IS estimator reduces
to the so-called crude Monte Carlo (CMC) estimator:

~�N(f) =
1

N

NX
n=1

In;

where Y1; :::;YN is a random sample from the density f(�)
Since essentially any dominating density g can be used for sampling, a

natural problem is to �nd the optimal one, i.e., the density that minimizes
the variance of �N (g) :

min
g

Var(�N (g)): (1:4)

Selecting g(y) � g�(y) = f (y)=� for y 2 A and g�(y) = 0 otherwise results
in Zn = Inf(Yn)=g

�(Yn) = � with probability one. Since the variance of
a constant is zero, g�(y) is the optimal change of measure (and one sample
from g� gives exactly �). The optimal change of measure thus has the inter-
pretation of being simply the original distribution, conditioned on the rare
event having occurred. Unfortunately, there are several di�culties with this
optimal density g�: First, it explicitly depends on �; the unknown quantity
that we are trying to estimate. If, in fact, � were known, there would be no
need to run the simulation experiment at all. Second, even if � or its ap-
proximation were known, it might be impractical to sample e�ciently from
g�; since typically it cannot be speci�ed in a closed form.

Assume now that g(y) = f(y;v0); that is, g(y) comes from the same
parametric family of distributions as f (y) = f(y;v); v 2 V comes. The
parameter vector v0 is called the reference parameter. In this case, the
likelihood ratio W in (1.2) reduces to

W (y;v0) =
f(y;v)

f(y;v0)
;
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and instead of the program (1.4) we can consider the following simpler one

min
v0

Varv0 fIA(Y)W (Y;v0)g ; (1:5)

which is the same as

min
v0

L(v0) = min
v0

IEv0

n
IA(Y)W (Yi;v0)

2
o
: (1:6)

The optimal solution of this program, say v0
�, is typically not available an-

alytically, since the variance of IA(Y)W (Y;v0) is so. To overcome this dif-
�culty we can instead minimize its so-called stochastic counterpart, namely

min
v0

�L(v0) = min
v0

"
N�1

NX
i=1

n
IA(Yi)W (Yi;v0)

2
o#

; (1:7)

and then take its optimal solution, say �v�0N , as an estimator of v0
�: This

yields the following algorithm.

Algorithm 2.1 :

1. Estimate the optimal vector of reference parameters v�0 of the program

(1.5) from the solution of the stochastic counterpart (1.7).

2. Estimate the rare probability � by using estimator (1.3) with g(y) =
g(y;v�0):

The solution of the stochastic counterpart (1.7), however, might be time
consuming, especially when the system is complex and the dimensionality
of the reference parameter vector v0 is high. In some cases, large deviations
theory (e.g., [27], [16]{[18]) provides simple algorithms for identi�cation of
the asymptotically optimal probability measure (density g(y;v�0)) within the
parametric family of the exponential changes of measure (see Section 4 for
some details). Its application, however, is limited. For example, Frater et
al. [17] noted that for Jackson-type open networks the identi�cation of the
optimal exponential change of measure reduces to the solution of a complex
minimax problem.

We now introduce a framework for complexity analysis which is related
to the basic concepts of complexity theory (see e.g., [37]).

Let `(x) � IE'(L; x) > 0; where L is a sample performance, x is a de-
terministic parameter and � is a given function, say '(L; x) = IfL>xg. Let
�̀
N be an IS estimator of `(x):

De�nition 2.1. We say that �̀
N is an (�; �)-accurate estimator of

`(x) (0 < �; � < 1) if

P(j �̀N � `(x) j< �`(x)) > 1� �: (1:8)

2
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For example, (0.05, 0.10)-accurate estimator ensures that the relative
error does not exceed 5% with probability more than 90%.

Consider the squared coe�cient of variation (SCV) of �̀N ; that is

�(x) =
NVar(�̀N)

`2(x)
:

By the Central Limit Theorem (CLT) we have that

N � �(x);

where  = ��1(1� �=2)2��2.

De�nition 2.2 An IS estimator is called (�; �)- polynomial, if (1.8)
is guaranteed by a sample size (computational cost) N = O(p(x)) for
some polynomial function p(�): Any IS estimator whose computational cost
N � N(x) can not be bounded by a polynomial function is called an expo-

nential time estimator. 2

It follows that in order for the estimator �̀N to be be polynomial time, it
su�ces that the SCV �(x) be bounded in x by a polynomial function p(x):

For better insight into polynomial and exponential time IS estimators,
consider the following simple example.

Example 2.1 Suppose we are interested in estimating ` = P (Y > x); where
the random variable Y has an exponential distribution with rate v; i.e. Y �

f(y) = v exp(�vy):
Taking into account that in this case ` = e�vx; it is readily seen that the

SCV for the CMC estimator is

�2(x) � evx;

provided x is large, hence the CMC estimator is exponential in x.
Let g(y) = v0 exp(�v0y) be the IS density, and assume that we want to

choose v0 so as to minimize the variance of the LR estimator �̀N(v0).
The second moment of the random variable (rv) IW is

IEgfIW g� = L(v0) =
v2

v0

Z
1

y=x
e(v0�2v)ydy =

v2e�(2v�v0)x

v0(2v � v0)
; (1:9)

which is in�nite for v0 � 2v:
The optimal value of the reference parameter v�0 = v�0(x), which mini-

mizes L(v0), is
v�0(x) = v + x�1 � (v2 + x�2)1=2:

Suppose x�1 << v, hence P (Y > x) is small, say less than 10�6: In this
case we have

v�0(x) � x�1 (1:10)
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and IEg [IfY >xg] � e�1:

Consider the relative e�ciency �(v0; x) de�ned as

�(v0; x) =
Varf�̀N(v0)g

Varf~̀Ng
:

For v0 = v�0 we obtain

�� = �(v�0 ; x) � 0:5xve1�vx:

If we take, for example, v = 1 and x = 12 then

IEI[12;1)(L) = P (L > 12) = e�12 � 10�6;

v�0(x) � 1=12 and �� � 10�4: Thus, using the optimal value v�0 � 1=12 we
obtain a dramatic variance reduction, namely of the order of 104:

Consider now the SCV for the LR estimator �̀N(v0). It is not di�cult to
see that

�2(v0; x) =
v2ev0x

v0(2v � v0)
� 1:

For v�0 = x�1 it reduces to

�2(v�0 ; x) � 0:5xve: (1:11)

That is, for large x; the SCV of the CMC and the optimal LR estima-
tor increase in x exponentially and linearly, respectively (�2(x) � evx and
�2(v�0; x) � 0:5xve; respectively). In other words, the CMC and IS estima-
tors can be viewed as exponential and polynomial time (the required sample
size (computational cost) N is N = O(ex) and N = O(x); respectively).

It is not di�cult to see that if we choose v0 = kv�0 instead of the optimal
value v�0 , then for large x we obtain

�2(v0; x) = 0:5k�1xvek:

For example, if k = 2 (that is, v0 = 2v�0 � 2=x) we obtain

�2(v0; x) � 0:25xve2:

In this case the relative e�ciency equals �(v0; x) � 0:5e��: So, perturbing v�0
(k = 2) by 100% increases the variance approximately only 0:5e times.

Table 2.1 displays the relative e�ciency �(v0; x) as function of v0 for
v = 1 and x = 20; results of table 2.1 are self explanatory.

Table 2.1 The relative e�ciency �(v0; x) of the IS estimator
as a function of v0, given v = 1 and x = 20.

v0 0.6 0.4 0.2 0.1 0.075 0:05� 0.025

�(v0; x) 4.0�10�4 9.6�10�6 3.1�10�7 7.8�10�8 6.2�10�8 5.5�10�8� 6.7�10�8
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3 Standard and switching regenerative estima-

tors for rare events

This section deals with the so-called switching regenerative (SR) estimators
for the evalution of px, the steady-state probability of excessive backlog, in
a stable GI=GI=1 queue . Before introducing the SR estimators (x3.2), we
need to cite some material on standard regenerative likelihood ratio estima-
tors or, simply, on standard regenerative estimators.

3.1 Standard regenerative estimators

The steady-state probability of excessive backlog can be written as

px = P�(Qn > x) =
IEG

P�
n=1 IfQn>xgWn

IEG
P�

n=1Wn
; (3.1)

where Qn is the number of customers in the queue just before the n-th
customer arrives at the system, IA is the indicator function of the event A;
� is the length of a regenerative cycle, and Wn(n = 1; : : : ; �) is the likelihood
ratio process de�ned as

Wn =
nY

k=1

FA(dAk)

GA(dAk)

D(n)Y
k=1

FB(dBk)

GB(dBk)
; (3:2)

where fAkg and fBkg are the sequences of interarrival and service times
with distributions FA(�) and FB(�); respectively; G(�) dominates the distri-
bution F (�) in the absolutely continuous sense (see e.g. [29]), G is called
the importance sampling (IS) distribution, or sometimes the domimating

distribution (see [5]); D(n) is the number of customers being served just
before the nth customer arrives at the queue (D(n) < n). Note that in or-
der for the GI=G=1 queue to remain stable under the probability measure
G = (GA;GB), the inequality IEGAAk < IEGBBk must hold. An unbiased
estimator of px is

px;N =

PN
i=1

P�i
n=1 IfQni>xgWniPN

i=1

P�i
n=1Wni

; (3:3)

where �i is the length of the i-th regenerative cycle, and N is the number of
generated regenerative cycles.

Under the assumption that GA and GB come from a parametric family
of distributions as FA = FA(y;v1) and FB = FB(y;v2) come, Asmussen,
Rubinstein and Wang [5] explicitly calculated the variances of the estimator
px;N for the steady-state waiting time in the M=M=1 queue. They showed
that in order to obtain variance reduction with px;N relative to the crude
Monte Carlo (CMC) method, one has to choose GA and GB such that the
associated tra�c intensity �0 (under (GA; GB)) is moderately larger than
the original tra�c intensity � (under (FA; FB)): Asmussen and Rubinstein
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[6] proved that the LR estimator px;N is of exponential time. Notice that

for regenerative estimators we assume that the computational costs T is not

N = N(x), (see De�nition 2.2) but

T � N IE� ;

where N is the number of required cycles and � is the cycle length. In

this way, we measure the computational cost in terms of time per customer

rather than time per cycle.

3.2 Switching regenerative (SR) estimators

A natural generalization of the LR estimator px;N in (3.3) uses dynamic

IS distributions Gk at each step k of the cycle instead of a �xed G. In

other words, let GA;k(�) and GB;k(�) (k = 1; : : : ; �) be the IS distributions

used for the k-th interarrival and k-th service times, respectively. That is,

assume that system behavior during a cycle of length � is driven by the

set of distribution functions e� = [(GA;1; GB;1); : : : ; (GA;� ;GB;� )]; which we

call the set of IS policies. Assume next that a policy e� of choosing the

probability measures during a cycle is completely de�ned by the system's

evolution up to the last arrival prior to this moment. Then one can see that

the realizations of the policies will be identical, provided the sample paths

[(Q1; eB1); : : : ; (Q� ; eB�)]; (3:4)

are the same, where eBi is the remaining service time for the customer served

at the moment the i-th customer arrives at the system during the cycle. No-

tice that we might also allow dependence of the current service and interar-

rival time distributions on the index of the last arriving customer; in partic-

ular, notice its relationship with a �nite family of stopping times � = f�rg;

where

�k = min[t; 0 � t � � j Qt = k]: (3:5)

(The above means that our policies e� cover both the deterministic and

random policies introduced in [29].) With this in hand we can extend Wn

in (3.2) to

Wn �

nY
k=1

FA(dAk)

GA;k(dAk)

D(n)Y
k=1

FB(dBk)

GB;k(dBk)
; (3:6)

where G is rede�ned as

G � e�: (3:7)

The algorithm for estimating px acording to (3.3), where Wni equals

Wni =
nY

k=1

FA(dAki)

GA;k;i(dAki)

D(n)Y
k=1

FB(dBk)

GB;k;i(dBki)
; (3:8)

and �i is the length of i-th cycle and i; 1 � i � N , can be written as follows.
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Algorithm 3.1 :

1. Specify a policy e� by choosing the IS distributions (GA;1;GB;1); : : : ;

(GA;� ;GB;�) at each cycle, and generate N corresponding regenerative

cycles.

2. Let e�i = [(GA;1;i;GB;1;i); : : : ; (GA;�i;i;GB;�i;i)]:

be a realization of the policy e� at the i-th cycle. Then, compute Xi

and Yi as follows:

Xi =
�iX
n=1

I
fQni>xgWni;

Yi =
�iX
n=1

Wni;

where Wni was given in (3.8).

3. Calculate the point estimator px;N (see (3.3)) as

px;N =
X

Y

and a 100(1� �)% con�dence interval for px

eI = [p�
z�s

Y N1=2
];

where X = (1=N)
PN

i=1Xi and Y = (1=N)
PN

i=1 Yi;

s2 = s11 � 2ps12 + p2s22;

s11 =
1

N � 1

NX
i=1

(Xi �X)2;

s22 =
1

N � 1

NX
i=1

(Yi � Y )2;

s12 =
1

N � 1

NX
i=1

(Xi �X)(Yi � Y ):

We shall call the estimator (3.3), (3.8) the switching regenerative (SR) esti-

mator.
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4 Properties of the switching regenerative esti-

mator

In this section we characterize a subclass ��� � � of IS policies, which

gives rise to the polynomial time SR estimators of the type (3.3), (3.8) (see

Theorem 4.1). We start with the following de�nition

De�nition 4.1. We say that a policy e� belongs to the class � if the

following conditions are satis�ed:

1. For all e� = [(GA;k; GB;k); k = 1; : : : ; � ] 2 �; we have that GA;k 2

GA and GB;k 2 GB; where GA and GB are sets of the dominating

distribution functions for FA and FB ; respectively; 0 < IEGA;k
A2 <1;

0 < IEGB;k
B2 <1; k = 1; :::; �:

2. GB;k(�) � GB;j(�) if R(k) = R(j); that is, we allow a change of

probability measure only at the arrival epochs k; 1 � k � �: (Here

R(k) is the number of the last arriving customer just before the k-

th customer starts service). Moreover, we assume that the proba-

bility measure between the k-th and k + 1 arrivals, GA;k and GB;j ;

j = D(k) + 1; : : : ;D(k + 1); are completely de�ned by k; Fk and

� = f�r; r = 1; : : : ; r0g, where Fk = Fk(Qk; eBk) is the �-algebra;

and �k is a �nite set � of stopping times. (See (3.4) and (3.5) for the

de�nition of eBk and �k, respectively.)

3. IEGA;k
Ak � IEGB;j

Bj < 0; D(k) < j < D(k + 1); 1 � k � �1 � �; that

is, the simulating system is unstable until the occurence of the �rst

overow, and Pe�(� <1) = 1 for all x:

4. IEGA;k
Ak � IEGB;j

Bj > 0; D(k) < j < D(k + 1); k 2 [�; : : : ; � ]nI3;

where I3 � [�; : : : ; � ] is a �nite set; that is, after the �rst overow

till the end of the cycle, the system becomes stable again. excluding,

perhaps, a �nite number of steps, P(� � � < 1; � < �) = 1 and

limx!1 P (Qt =  x) = 0; for 1 <  <1:

5. All parameters of GA;k and GB;k are independent of x:

De�nition 4.2. Let �� = [(G�A;1;G
�

B;1); : : : ; (G
�

A;� ;G
�

B;� )] 2 � be a

policy with

G�A;k =

(
F
(w)
A ; 1 � k < �;

FA; � � k � �;
(4.1)

and

G�B;k =

(
F
(�w)
B ; 1 � R(k) < �;

FB ; � � R(k) � �;
(4.2)
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respectively, where F
(w)
A and F

(�w)
B are the optimal exponential change of

the measures (OECM) for the interarrival and service time distributions,

de�ned as

F
(w)
A (dx) = exp(�wx� �A(w))FA(dx) (4:3)

and

F
(�w)
B (dx) = exp(wx� �B(�w))FB(dx); (4:4)

respectively; in (4.3) �X(w) = log(IEe�wX) denotes the cumulant function,

w is a unique positive solution of the equation

�(w) � �A(w) + �B(�w) = 0

(for more details see Appendix A, Section 8); and as before, R(k) is the

number of the customers arriving at the queue just before the k-th cus-

tomer starts its service (clearly R(k) > � implies k > � � x).

As examples of F
(t)
X for t 2 ft > 0; �X(t) <1g let :

(a) Y � exp(v), then F (t) = exp(v + t):

(b) Y � Gamma(�; �), then F (t) = Gamma(�+ t; �):

(c) Y � N(�; �2), then F (t) = N(�� 2�2t; �2):

(d) Y � Geometric(p), then F (t) = Geometric(1� (1� p)e�t):

Note that under the policy �� the LR process Wni in (3.8) reduces (see

also formula (4.5.6) of Rubinstein and Shapiro [29]) to

Wni =

8><
>:
Qn
k=1

FA(dAki)

G�

A;k
(dAki)

QD(n)
k=1

FB(dBk)

G�

B;k
(dBki)

; 1 � n � �

Q�
k=1

FA(dAki)

G�

A;k
(dAki)

QD(�)
k=1

FB(dBk)

G�

B;k
(dBki)

; � � n � � :
(4:5)

Formulas (4.1), (4.2), (4.5) mean that from the beginning of the cycle

until the �rst overow we use the OECM pair (F
(w)
A ; F

(�w)
B ), and then ac-

complish the cycle by switching to the original distributions.

De�nition 4.3. Let �� be a class of policies e� 2 � such that

GA;k = F
(w)
A ; k 2 [1; : : : ; �x]nI1; (a.s.)

and

GB;k = F
(�w)
B ; R(k) 2 [1; : : : ; �x]nI2; (a.s.)

where I1 � [1; : : : ; �x] and I2 � [1; : : : ;D(�x)] are sets with o(x) elements.

12



Theorem 4.1 Assume that the following conditions hold:

Condition A1: 0 < IEB < IEA <1 and P(B � A > 0) > 0;

Condition A2: There exists a scalar w satisfying

�(w) � �A(w) + �B(�w) = 0; (4:6)

such that �A(w) < 1; �B(�w) < 1; and 0 < �0(w) < 1 (see also

Appendix A, Section 8). Then

�� 2 ���; (4:7)

��� � ��; (4:8)

where ��� � � is the subclass of � which generates the polynomial time IS

estimators. 2

Proof. The proof of Theorem 4.1 is given in Appendix B (Section 8).

2

Formulas (4.7) and (4.8) of Theorem 4.1 can be interpreted as follows.

Formula (4.7) states that the estimator (3.3), (4.5) based on policy �� is

polynomial, while formula (4.8) states that for Algorithm 3.1 to be polyno-

mial it is necessary that e� 2 ��; that is, it is necessary to use the OECM

until the �rst overow � excluding, perhaps, o(x) steps.

It is our belief that Theorem 4.1 is the �rst result characterizing the

complexity of switching regenerative estimators and specifying a subclass

��� 2 � that generates polynomial time estimators.

We shall call the parameter w in (4.1), (4.2), (4.3), (4.4) satisfying (4.6)

the optimal parameter (OP) in the OECM's F
(w)
A and F

(�w)
B , respectively.

Assume that the original interarrival and service time pdfs in theGI=G=1

queue come from the following exponential family

f(x;v) = a(v) exp(b(v)c(x))d(x); (4:9)

where c(x) is bounded by a polynomial function and a(v) and b(v) are twice

continuously di�erentiable functions with the parameter vector v. Taking

into account (4.3), (4.4) and the fact that the OP w is a scalar, it follows

that the OECM (F
(w)
A = F

(w)
A (v�01); F

(�w)
B = F

(w)
B (v�02)) coincides with the

original distributions (FA(v1); FB(v2)), up to a single parameter; that is,

only a single parameter, in the vector v�01 of the OECM F
(w)
A (v�01), di�ers

from the vector v1 of the original interarrival time distribution FA(v1), and

similar for the service time distribution.

Table 4.1 presents the optimal parameter w and the optimal reference

parameter vector v�0 = (v�01;v
�

02) for several commonly used exponential

families.
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Table 4.1 The optimal parameter w and the optimal reference parameter
vector v�0 = (v�01;v

�
02) for several commonly used exponential families.

FA; FB v1; v2 v
�

01; v
�

02 w

exp(�) �; � �; � �� �

Gamma(�; �) (�; �); (�; ) (�+ w;�); (�� w; ) w > 0 : (�+w)�(��w) = ���

Poisson(�) �; � �; � log(��)

5 Robustness of switching estimators

In this section we address the following robustness question: how much can
one perturb the optimal parameter w in the OECM such that the SR es-
timators (3.3), (4.5) still obtain low variance. To answer this question we

argue as follows. We �rst replace F
(w)
A and F

(�w)
B in (4.3), (4.4) by G0

A and

G0
B, respectively, assuming that (G0

A; G
0
B) 6= (F

(w)
A ; F

(�w)
B ).

De�nition 4.4. Let �0 be a subclass of the IS policies,

e� = [(GA;1;GB;1); : : : ; (GA;� ;GB;� )] 2 �0;

where

GA;k =

(
G0A 1 � k < �x;

FA; �x � k � �;

and

GB;k =

(
G0
B; 1 � R(k) < �x;

FB ; �x � R(k) � �:

It follows from Theorem 5.1 that in this case the estimator (3.3), (4.5) has

exponential time complexity. Clearly, when G0
A = F

(w)
A and G0

B = F
(�w)
B ;

we have e� � �� and, thus a polynomial time estimator (3.3), (4.5) with the
exponential rate z of the computational cost Te� (Te� = exp(ze�x + o(x)))
equal 0.

Next we derive explicit expressions for the exponential rate z of the

computational cost Te� under (G0A;G
0
B) 6= (F

(w)
A ; F

(�w)
B ). This z will charac-

terize the robustness of our IS estimator. In addition, this exponential rate z
might give useful insight into time complexity of IS estimators for more gen-
eral queueing systems. We de�ne the following new (but not probabilistic!)
�nite measures:

KA(dA) � KA(GA)(dA) �
FA

GA

(dA)FA(dA) (5:1)
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and

KB(dB) � KB(GB)(dB) �
FB

GB

(dB)FB(dB): (5:2)

We also de�ne

�KA
(u) = log IIKA

e�uAk � log

Z 1

0
e�uAkKA(dAk)

and

�KB
(u) = log IIKB

e�uBk � log

Z 1

0
e�uBkKA(dBk):

Note that the symbol II is used here instead of the conventional symbol IE
(for expectation); the functions �KA

(u) and �KB
(u) have a meaning similar

to the cumulants �A and �B ; respectively.
We �nally de�ne v � sup[u j �K(u) � 0]; where

�K(u) = �KA
(u) + �KB

(�u);

and we assume that the following regularity condition holds.

Condition A3. There exists a value u such that �K(u) � 0:

Note that since �(u) ! 1 as u ! 1, condition A3 directly implies
that there exists a unique value v such that

�K(v) = 0 and 0 < �0(v) <1: (5:3)

Theorem 5.1 Assume that conditions A1{A3 hold. Then for any policye� 2 �0 the exponential rate z equals

ze� � lim
x!1

x�1 logTe� = �KA
(v)� 2�A(w): (5:4)

2

Proof. The proof of Theorem 5.1 is given in Appendix B (Section 8).
2

Corollary 5.1 Assume that conditions A1{A3 hold. Let e�t =e�(G0
A; G

0
B) 2 �0 with G0

A = F
(t)
A and G0B = F

(�t)
B : Then

ze�t = �A(t) + �A(v � t)� 2�A(w): (5:5)

2

Proof. Corollary 5.1 directly follows from (5.4) by substituting G0
A =

F
(t)
A and G0

B = F
(�t)
B : 2

Using (5.5), we obtain various e�ciency characteristics of the SR esti-
mator (3.3), (4.5), namely the computational cost Te�t , the exponential rate
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ze� , the optimal speedup factor Sopt = TF =T�� (z�� = 0), and the speedup
factor St = TF =Te�t .

Table 5.1 presents (analytic) e�ciency values of the SR estimator (3.3),
(4.5) under both the optimal parameter w and the perturbed parameter t, as
functions of the tra�c intensity �, for the probabilities of excessive backlog
px = 10�15 in the M=M=1 queue with the service rate � = 1. In particular

(under the OECM (F
(w)
A ; F

(�w)
B , w = � � �) it represents Sopt, called the

optimal speedup factor, and (under the ECM (F
(t)
A ; F

(�t)
B ) it represents St

and ze�t , called the speedup factor St = TF =Te�t and the exponential rate.
Notice that both St and ze�t were calculated for t being less than the optimal
value w by 20%. Notice also that the values x in the last row of the table
correspond to px = 10�15.

It follows from the table that the OECM leads to dramatic variance
reduction (11{13 orders of speedup out of 15 orders), and that perturbing
w by 20% (t < w), we lose only 2{3 orders of speedup.

Table 5.1 The e�ciencies Sopt; St and ze�t of the SR estimator
(3.3), (4.5) as functions of the tra�c intensity � for the probability
of excessive backlog px = 10�15 in the M=M=1 queue with � = 1 .

� 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8

w 0.8 0.6 0.4 0.2

Sopt 1013 1012 1012 1011

t 0.64 0.48 0.32 0.16

St 1011 1010 109 108

z 1.0�10�1 5.6�10�2 3.1�10�2 1.3�10�2

x 21 36 62 107

6 Extensions

Here we present some extensions of the results of Sections 4 and 5. In
particular we consider estimation of:

(i) rare events in the GI=D=1 queue (x6.1),

(ii) rare events in the GI=G=1 queue with dependent arrivals (x6.2),

(iii) rare events in the GI=G=1 queue with batch arrivals (x6.3),

(iv) sensitivities (derivatives) of the probability of the excessive backlog
px(v) with respect to the parameter vector v of the interarrival time
distributions (x6.4).
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6.1 The GI=D=1 queue

By de�nition, this queue has deterministic constant service times, inde-
pendent and identically distributed interarrivals with the pdf fA(A) �

dFA(A)=dA. Presented in [18] is a heuristic result on quick simulation of
rare events in the M=D=1 queue and its extensions to batch arrivals with
exponential distribution. The problem here is that the deterministic ser-
vice time excludes the possibility of introducing a corresponding change of
measure with the concomitant LR process Wn in the standard way. To
circumvent this problem, we use the so-called \push out" (PO) technique
introduced in [28]. It is shown in [28] how to incorporate the PO tech-
nique for the GI=D=1 queue in the standard regenerative setting, in order
to reduce the original problem to an equivalent associated one. In short,
one merely needs to \push out" the deterministic service time parameter,
say d, to the interarrival time random variable Y � fA(y), then introduce
a new auxiliary random variable ~Y = A � d distributed ~fA(y + d) and a
new auxiliary sample performance ~Qn( ~Yn); ~Yn = (~Y1; :::; ~Yn); (instead of
fA and Qn(An), An = (A1; :::; An); respectively) and incorporate them into
the following asymptotical consistent regenerative estimator of px :

px;N =

PN
i=1

P�i
n=1 If ~Qni>xg

WniPN
i=1

P�i
n=1Wni

; (6:1)

where (similar to 3.3) �i is the length of the i-th regenerative cycle, N is the
number of regenerative cycles, ~Yni = (~Y1i; :::; ~Yni); n = 1; :::; �i; i = 1; :::;N ;
~Qni( ~Yni) = Qni(Yni);

Wni = Wni( ~Yni) =
nY

k=1

~f( ~Yki)

~g( ~Yki)
;

~Yni is a random sample from ~g which is a dominating pdf for ~f :
In order to adopt the \push out" method, we need to replace the OECM

in the SR estimator of the type (3.3), (4.5) by a new OECM de�ned below,
with all other data remaining the same. (Similar results can be obtained for
the D=GI=1 queue.) It is not di�cult to see that under conditions A1{A2
we have

w = w1 � sup[� � 0 j �~Y (�) < 0];

where �~Y (�) = IEe��
~Y with ~Y � ~f( ~Y ) = fA(y + d): Let

k(y) �
~f(y)2

~g(y)
;

where ~g(�) is a dominating pdf for ~f(�); and

�k(u) � IIke
�uy � log

Z 1

0
e�uyk(y)dy:

Then the following proposition follows.
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Proposition 6.1 Consider an IS estimator based on the policy e� 2 �0:

Assume that conditions A1, A2 hold, and there exists a value u such that

�(u) < 0: Let v1 be the solution of the equation �k(u) = 0; 0 < �0k(u) <1:

Then the exponential part ze� of the computational cost Te� is given by

ze� = d(2w1 � v1):

2

Proof The proof of this and the following two propositions (namely

propositions 6.2 and 6.3) are omitted because they are similar to the proof

of Theorem 5.1. (Their proofs are available from the authors.)

Notice that for the IS pdf ~g(y) = g(w1)(y + d), we obtain ze� = 0 and

hence, a polynomial time estimator (6.1).

6.2 Rare events with dependent arrivals

First, we consider the case with interarrival times driven by stationary

uniform recurrent Markov chains (see [9]), which admit a strong Perron-

Frobeneous theory (see e.g., [8]). Note that the class of such distributions

covers the TES (Transform-Expand-Sample) processes (see e.g., [25]) which

by itself captures a wide variety of sample path behaviors with autocorrela-

tion input sequences; TES are used for modelling video and data sources.

We now introduce the following notations for the cumulant function and

ECM for the interarrival distribution given by stationary uniform recurrent

Markov chains:

� �A(�) = log(�A(�)); where �A(�) is a unique simple real eigenvalue of

the kernel exp(��Ak)FA(db; a) with the following properties: �A(�) is

analytic and strictly convex, and the related eigenfunction �(a; �) is

bounded.

� The interarrival time distribution equals

F
(�)
A (a;db) = e��b��A(�)

�(b; �)

�(a; �)
F (a;db): (6:2)

Consider now a single-server queue with iid service times, but with in-

terarrival time distributions given by a uniform recurrent stationary (time-

homogeneous) Markov Chain. We call such a queue the GM=GI=1 queue.

In this case we de�ne a cycle di�erently from the standard regenerative cy-

cle: we call a cycle a piece of trajectory starting the system at a steady-state

regime, provided the system is empty, and terminating the cycle on the �rst

occasion when the system is empty again.

It is important to note that in this case we need to simulate (in parallel)

two sample path (trajectories), namely one with a change of measure and
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one without a change of measure (CMC). When the second process runs

long enough to be treated as in the steady state, we use the instants when

the system is empty to start a cycle of the �rst process by an IS simula-

tion. Note that unlike the standard regenerative cycles, these cycles are

not independent. However, the ratio estimator remains asymptotically un-

biased, provided the cycles are initialized under a steady-state distribution

(see [20]). The associated IS algorithm is the same as Algorithm 3.1.

Proposition 6.2 Consider a GM=GI=1 queue. Let

KA(a; db) �
FA(a; db)

GA(a; db)
FA(a; db);

where GA(�; �) dominates the distribution FA(�; �) and �KA
(u) �

log(�KA
(u)): Furthermore, let �KA

(u) be de�ned as a unique simple real

eigenvalue of the kernel exp(�Ak) KA(dy; x) having the following proper-

ties: �KA
(u) is analytic and strictly convex and the related eigenfunction

�KA
(x; �) is bounded. Assume, �nally, that there exists a unique value u such

that �K(u) < 0: Then, under conditions A1{A2, the estimator (3.3), (4.5)

based on the IS policy e� 2 �0 with the simulation distributions GA(a; db)

(stationary Markov chain) and GB(b) possesses the following exponential

rate of the computational cost:

ze� = �KA
(v2)� 2�A(w2) ; (6:3)

where v2 and w2 are the solutions of the equations �K(v2) = 0; 0 < �0K(v2) <

1, and �(w2) = 0; 0 < �0(w2) <1, respectively. 2

For the particular case GA = F
(w2)

A and GB = F
(�w2)

B we have ze� = 0

and hence a polynomial time IS estimator.

Example 6.1 Consider the case where the interarrival process fAkg is rep-

resented by an AR(1) process:

Ak+1 = rAk + (1� r)X;

0 � r � 1; X � exp(�): For this case the real eigenevalue and the associated

eigenvector are given by

�A(�) =
�

�+ �

and

�(b; �) = e
b�r

1�r :

Substituting these expressions into (6.2), we see that the ECM (in partic-

ular the OECM) for this case is the same as for the independnent interar-

rivals with distribution exp(�): In other words, the family of the exponential

changes of measure for this case is the family of independent exponential dis-

tributions. 2
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6.3 Rare events in GI=G=1 queue with batch arrivals

Let T be a random variable denoting the length of the batch (i.e., T is the

number of customers in the batch). Assume that T is distributed accord-

ing to a discrete distribution, denoted by FT (�): We call such a queue the

GB=GI=1 queue. Let us make the following assumptions.

Condition B1: (analogous to A1) 0 < IEB=IET < IEA < 1 and

P(BT � A > 0) > 0; �T (�) � log IE[exp(��T )] <1 for all �:

Condition B2. There exists w3 such that �(w3) = 0 and 0 < �0(w3) <

1, where we de�ne

�(�) = �A(�) + �T (��B(��)):

Condition B3 Let KT (n) =

FT (n)
2=GT (n); �KT

(u) = log IIKT
exp(�sT ) = log

P1
n=0 exp(�sn)KT (n)

and �K(�) = �KA
(u)+�KT

(��KB
(�u)): Then there exists a value v3 such

that �K(v3) = 0 and 0 < �K(v3) <1:

Proposition 6.3 Under the conditions B1{B3 the exponential part of the

computational cost in the GB=GI=1 queue is given by

ze� = �KA
(v3)� 2�A(w3):

2

For the particular case with GA = F
(w3)
A ; GB = F

(�w3)
B ; and GN =

F
(�)

T where � = ��
(�w3)

B , we have ze� = 0 and hence a polynomial time IS

estimator.

Example 6.2 Consider the M=M=1 queue with batch arrivals and assume

that the batch length is distributed Poisson; that is, A � exp(�); B �

exp(�), and T � Poisson(): In this case the ECM (with the parameter

�) is given by GA = F
(�)

A = exp(� + �); GB = F
(��)
B = exp(� � �), and

GT = F
(�)

T = Poisson((e�� � 1)): With � = ��B(��) the distribution

F
(�)
T reduces to Poisson((�=(� � �) � 1)): By Proposition 6.3 we have a

polynomial time IS estimator for � = w3, where w3 satis�es

�

�+ w3

e
(

�

��w3
�1)

= 1:

2
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6.4 Sensitivity analysis

Consider now the sensitivity (gradient) of px with respect to the parameter

vector v of the interarrival time pdf fA(x;v). Assume that fA(x;v) belongs

to the exponential family (4.9). Di�erentiating �px in (3.3) with respect to

v, we obtain the following asymptotically consistent estimator of rpx [29]:

rvpx � p(1)x � pxp
(2)
x ; (6.4)

where

px =

PN
i=1

P�i
t=1 ItiWtiP�

t=1Wti

; p(1) =

PN
i=1

P�i
t=1 ItiStiWtiP�
t=1Wti

;

p(2) =

PN
i=1

P�i
t=1StiWtiP�

t=1Wti

; Iti = IfQti>xg;

and (see (4.9))

Sti = t
rva(v)

a(v)
+rvb(v)

tX

k=1

c(Aki): (6:5)

Note that St is called the score function process (see e.g., [29]).

Proposition 6.4 Under the conditions of Theorem 5.1 the computational

cost T
(1)

e� = exp(z
(1)

e� (x) + o(x)) of the estimator (6.4) coincides with Te� =

exp(ze�(x) + o(x)) of the SR estimator (3.3), (4.5).

2

Proof. In Appendix B (Section 8) we present a sketch of the proof of

Proposition 6.4, which is similar to that of Theorem 5.1. 2

It follows from Proposition 6.4 that for e�cient estimation of both px and

rpx simultaneously, we can use the same change of measures. In particular,

�� results in polynomial time IS estimator.

7 Numerical examples and concluding remarks

7.1 Numerical examples

Here we present numerical results on the e�ciency of the SR estimator

(3.3), (4.5) for the M=M=1 queue (with the service rate � = 1) and some of

its extensions. In all cases we simulated 106 customers and estimated the

probability px of the excessive backlog x. We run the SR estimator with

e� 2 �0 (see De�nition 4.4) for the following two cases: with the optimal

parameter w; corresponding to the distributions (G0
A;G

0
B) = (F

(w)

A ; F
(�w)
B )

and with the perturbed values of w, denoted by t and corresponding to

(G0
A;G

0
B) = (F

(t)

A ; F
(�t)
B ): In all our tables the values in the �rst column

marked with � correspond to w.
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Table 7.1 presents the computational cost (simulation time) T e� required
to obtain an (0:5; 0:5)-accurate estimators (see De�nition 2.1) for; the ratio
Rt = T e�t

=T�� = Sopt=St, called the loss factor; and the exponential rate z,
(approximation of exp(zx)), as functions of t (and the relative perturbation
� = (t � w)=w), while estimating the probability px = 5:34 � 10�10 (x = 40)
in the M=M=1 queue with � = 0:6.
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Table 7.1 The e�ciency of the RS estimator (3.3), (4.5)
as a function of the perturbed parameter t for the M=M=1
queue with � = 0:6; � = 1; and px = 5:34 � 10�10 (x = 40).

t � T e� Rt exp(zx) z

0.30 -0.25 1.20�106 4.5 6.1 4.53�10�2

0.35 -0.125 5.87�105 2.2 1.7 1.33�10�2

0:40� 0.00 2.76�105 1.0 1.0 0.0

0.43 0.075 4.27�105 1.6 1.3 1.36�10�2

0.46 0.15 1.52�106 5.5 5.2 4.13�10�2

Tables 7.2, 7.3 and 7.4 present data similar to those of Table 7.1 for the
M=D=1 queue with � = 0:3; d = 1; and px = 1:04 � 10�9 (x = 20); the
MM=M=1 queue with � = 0:5; � = 1; px = 5:34 � 10�10 (x = 40) and the
interarrival sequence being the following AR(1) sequence:

Ak+1 = �Ak + (1� �)X; X � exp(�); � = 0:3;

and the derivative r�px with respect to the arrival rate � in the M=M=1
queue with � = 0:3; � = 1; px = 1:44 �10�16 (x = 30), r�px = 1:42 �10�14,
respectively.

Table 7.2 The e�ciency of the RS estimator (3.3), (4.5)
for the M=D=1 queue

with � = 0:3; d = 1; and px = 1:04 � 10�9 (x = 20).

t � T e� Rt exp(zx) z

1.3 -0.368 1.11�107 39.42 27.1 1.65�10�1

1.6 -0.22 1.55�105 5.48 3.46 6.20 �10�2

2:0645� 0.0 2.84�104 1.0 1.0 0.0

2.4 0.19 7.51�104 2.65 2.27 4.10 �10�2

2.7 0.31 1.06�107 37.43 48.4 1:94 � 10�2

Table 7.3 The e�ciency of the RS estimator (3.3), (4.5)
for the MM=M=1

queue with � = 0:5; � = 1; � = 0:3 and px = 5:34 � 10�10 (x = 40).

t � T e� Rt exp(zx) z

0.40 -0.2 1.08�106 4.2 3.51 1:22 � 10�2

0.45 -0.1 5.13�105 2.0 1.44 4.19�10�2

0:50� 0.0 2.55�105 1.0 1.0 0.0

0.54 0.08 5.43�105 2.1 1.45 1.23 �10�2

0.58 0.16 1.91�106 7.5 10.3 7.78 �10�2
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Table 7.4 The e�ciency of the RS estimator (6.4), (4.5)
for the M=M=1 queue

with � = 0:3; � = 1; px = 1:44 � 10�16 (x = 30), and r�px = 1:42 � 10�14.

t � T e� Rt exp(zx) z

0.50 -0.285 1.03�107 40.7 53.9 1.33�10�2

0.60 -0.143 8.75�105 3.75 3.53 4.21�10�2

0.70� 0.0 2.53�105 1.0 1.0 0.0

0.75 0.07 3.68�105 1.45 1.9 2.14 �10�2

0.80 0.143 3.17�107 124.9 171.2 1.71 �10�1

It follows from these tables that our simulation results are in agreement
with the theoretical ones. In particular, the RS estimator (3.3), (4.5) is
robust with respect to small and moderate perturbations in w, in the sense
that for the relative perturbation j � j< 0:2 we still have dramatic variance
reduction. Similar results were obtained for the GI=G=1 queue with di�erent
interarrival and service time distributions.

Our extensive numerical results also suggest that the optimal parameter
w, once found, can be used for estimating simultaneously all probabilities px
(for di�erent values x) of the order 10�2 or less.

7.2 Further research

We now give some guidance on how to approximate the optimal parameter
w (for the above GI=G=1 queue and its extensions) without resorting to the
solution of the equation of type

�(t) � �A(t) + �B(�t) = 0: (7:1)

To do so, consider minimization of the variance of the switching regenerative
estimator (3.3), (4.5), but with the OP w in (4.5) replaced by t, that is,
consider the following program:

min
t

Varf�px;N (t)g: (7:2)

It readily follows from the de�nition of Te�t
that asymptotically in N the

optimal solution of (7.2) coincides with the optimal solution w of the pro-
gram

min
t
Te�t : (7:3)

where e�t = e�(G0A;G0B) 2 �0 and G0A = F
(t)
A , G0B = F

(�t)
B : One of our

main goals will be to show that the SR estimator (3.3), (4.5) still remains

polynomial, if we replace the OECM pair (F
(w)
A (y1;v1); F

(�w)
B (y2;v2)) in

Wni (see (4.5)) by the following pair (G�A; G
�

B) = (FA(y1;v
�

01); FB(y2;v
�

02)),
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where the pair (v�01;v
�

02) represents the optimal solution of the program
(7.2), but with t replaced by the vector (v01;v02).

In practice, however, the exact optimal solution (v�01;v
�

02) of the program

min
(v01;v02)

Varf�px;N(v01;v02)g (7:4)

is not available, so it must be estimated by simulation,that is, it is the
solution of the following stochastic counterpart, (see e.g., [29]):

min
(v01;v02)

f ~Var�px;N(v01;v02)g; (7:5)

Here ~Var(�) is the sample variance of Var(�).

Problem (7.5) can be readily extended to more general queueing models,
such as

min
v0

f ~Var�px;N (v0)g:

Let v̂�0N be the optimal solution of this program. One of our further main
goals is to show that the SR estimators of the type (3.3), (4.5) with the esti-
mated optimal value v̂�0N in the LRWni(y; v̂

�

0N ) will still possess reasonably
low variance. Such optimism relies on:

(a) the robustness and low variance of the SR estimator (3.3), (4.5) with
the OP w;

(b) the convergence of v̂�0N to v�0 (see [?]),from which it follows that one
can always take a sample N (perhaps, large enough) such that

jjv̂�0N � v�0jj=jjv
�

0jj � 0:2

holds with high probability. Note that 0.2 is associated with the robustness
of the SR estimator (3.3), (4.5), in the sense that for relative perturbations
j�j = j(t � w)j=w � 0:2 it still has manageable variance.

Concluding remarks

In this paper we presented a framework for complexity analysis of rare
event estimators. In particular we de�ned polynomial and exponential time
SR estimators for the evaluation of the steady-state probabilities of excessive
backlog px in the GI=GI=1 queue, and some of its extensions. The proposed
SR estimators are based on large deviation theory and use of exponential
change of measure, parametrized by a scalar t. We showed how to �nd the
optimal value w of the parameter t, which results in the optimal exponen-
tial change of measure (OECM) and found conditions ( see Theorem 4.1)
under which the SR estimator (3.3), (4.5) is polynomial. We investigated
the robustness of the proposed SR estimators, in the sense that we found
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how much one can perturb the optimal value w while the SR estimator still
results in dramatic variance reduction and remains useful in practice. In
particular, our numerical results suggest that if the optimal parameter w
is perturbed up to 20%, we only loose 2-3 orders of magnitude of variance
reduction, compared with the orders of10 under the optimal value w.

8 Appendies

Appendix A: Optimal exponential change of measure

Large deviation theory allows us to identify the exponential part of statis-
tics of rare events, namely:

lim
x!1

1

x
log�x�I

or
�x � exp(�xI) (UTLE) ;

where UTLE is the acronym for `up to logarithmic equivalence'.
We shall use LD results that deal with identifying the so-called opti-

mal exponential change of measure (OECM). We now explain this concept
referring to the GI=GI=1 queue case.

Let X be a random variable (rv) with distribution FX(�): Let

�X(�) = log(IEe��X); � 2 R1

denote the cumulant function, and de�ne

DX � f� 2 R1 j �X(�) <1g:

For any � 2 DX de�ne the exponential change of measure as follows:

F
(�)
X (dx) = exp(��x� �X(�))FX(dx):

The GI=GI=1 queue is determined by iid interarrival and service times
sequences fAkg and fBkg: De�ne

�(�) = �A(�) + �B(��)

and
w = sup[� 2 DA \ DB j �(�) � 0]:

The classical LD result `states' that if 0 < w < 1; �(w) = 0, and �0(w) <
1, then

P�(Qn � x) � exp(x�(w)) (UTLE) :

Moreover,
� = w; (8:1)
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speci�es by

F
(�)
A (dx) = exp(��x� �A(�))FA(dx); (8:2)

and
F
(�)
B (dx) = exp(�x� �B(��))FB(dx) (8:3)

specify the optimal (in terms of minimal variances of the IS estimators)
exponential change of measure within the class of all feasible (� 2 DA\DB)
exponential changes of measure (called the optimal exponential change of
measure (OECM)).

Recall that OECM results in an unstable queueing process (see e.g., [17]
for some discussions). For example, for theM=M=1 queue with tra�c inten-
sity � < 1 the OECM corresponds to theM=M=1 queue with tra�c intensity
�0 � �0=�0 = ��1 = �=� > 1:

Appendix B: Proofs of main results

Proof of Theorem 4.1. (sketch)

Part A. Using the well known formula for the variance of ratio esti-
mators (see e.g., [29]) we have (after simple transformations) that the SCV
�(x) of the SR estimator (3.3), (4.5) is given by

�(x) =
IEe�X

2

(IEe�X)2
+

IEe�Y
2

(IEe�Y )2
� 2

IEe�XY
IEe�XIEe�Y

= �1 + �2 + �3; (8.4)

where X �
P�

t=1 ItWt; Y �
P�

t=1Wt; It � I[x;1)(Qt);

Wt =

QD(t)
k=1 FB(dBk)

Qt
k=1 FA(dAk)

QD(t)
k=1 GB;k(dBk)

Qt
k=1GA;k(dAk)

;

where
Qj
k=i Ck � 1 and

Pj
k=i Ck � 0 for any sequence fCkg if j < i: Using

the IS policy e� = �� (see De�nition 4.2), we obtain

Wt = exp(x�A(w) + wZt); t = �;

= W�; � < t < �; (8.5)

where

Zt �
tX

k=1

Ak �

t�xX

k=1

Bk: (8:6)

Now consider each term of the right hand side of (8.4) separately:

IE��X
2 = IE�� [(

�X

t=�

ItWt)
2; � � � ]

= IE�� [W
2
�

�X

t=�

It; � � � ] + 2IE�� [
�X

t=�

ItWt

�X

s=t+1

IsWs; � � � ]

= IE�� [e
2Z�whx; � � � ]e2�A(w)x; (8.7)
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where hx = IE[
P�
t=� It(1 + 2

P�
s=t+1 Is) j F�]; withs F� = �( eB�): Hence we

can write hx � hx( eB�):

Lemma 8.1. Under assumptions A1, A2 we have

1. The pointwise monotone limit hx(�)! h(�); where h(�) is a measurable

bounded function.

2.

lim
x!1

IEw[e
2Z�wh( eB�); � � � ] = O(1) lim

x!1
IE[e2Z�w; � � � ]:

Proof. The proof of this lemma is, in fact, a speci�cation of the proofs

of Lemma 5.2 and Lemma 5.4 in [33]. 2

Write now

� = min[1 � t � � j Zt < 0]:

By the renewal theory (see e.g., [3] or [15]) Z� has a limiting distribution

lim
x!1

IEw[e
2Z�w ; � � � ] =  ;

where  is a constant 0 <  < 1: Thus, IE��X
2 = O(1) exp(2�A(w)x):

Noting that (IEX)2 = (IE�P�(Q � x))2 = eO(1) exp(2�A(w)x) (see e.g., [3]),
we obtain that �1 is bounded by a constant function in x:

Consider �3: We have (see. [5])

IEY 2 = IE�� [(
�X

s=t

Wt)
2]

= IE�� [(
�X

s=t

W 2
t )] + 2IE�� [

�X

t=1

Wt

�X

s=t+1

Ws]

= IE�� [(
�X

s=t

W 2
t )(1 + 2IE[� � t j Ft]]: (8.8)

Since t � D(t); St �
Pt
k=1Ak �

PD(t)

k=1
Bk � 0; 1 � t � �; and �A(w) < 0;

we obtain Wt � exp((t �D(t))�A(w) + wSt) � 1; 1 � t � �; and thus

IE��Y
2 � IE�� [

�X

t=1

Wt] + 2IE�� [
�X

t=1

WtIE[� � s j Ft]]

= IE� + 2IE[
�X

t=1

IE[� � t j Ft]]

� IE� + 2(IE�)2 = O(1):

Then IE��Y = IE� ; hence, �2(x) = O(1):
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Noting next that N < (�1(x)+�2(x)), we have N = O(1): (Recall that

N is the number of cycles required to obtain an estimator of (�; �)-accuracy

and  = ��1(1� �=2)2��2:) It is not di�cult to show that

lim
x!1

P��(� �  x; � < �) = 1; (8:9)

where  <1: Indeed, note that the waiting time of the (�� 1)-th customer

L� =

��1X

k=1

(Bk �Ak) <
��1X

k=��x

Bk

provided � < �: This implies

��1X

k=1

(B0k � Ak) <

��1X

k=��x

B0k ;

where

B0k = Bk ; 1 � k � � � x

= Sk; k > � � x

with Sk � GB : It is clear that � = �(x) > x: Hence, by the strong law of

large numbers (SLLN) we obtain

��1
�X

k=1

(B0k � Ak)! IEGB
B � IEGA

A � �1 > 0

(a.s.) as x!1: Besides, by the SLLN we get

x�1
��1X

k=��x

B0k ! IEGB
B � �2

(a.s.) as x ! 1: Hence, limx!1 P��(��1 < x�2; � < �) = 0 for 0 <

�2=�1 < 1: Moreover, using the CLT we can obtain by routine evaluation

P��(�=x = e 1; � < �) = O(exp(�r1 e 1x)) for �2=�1 < e 1 < 1; r > 0:

Therefore

IE�� [�; � < � ] �  1x:

Similarly,

IE�� [� � �; � > �] �  2x; (8:10)

where  1 and  2 are some �nite constants. We also note that

P��(� =  x; � < �) = P��(
 xX

k=1

(Bk �Ak) < 0; � < �):
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But ( x)�1
P x
k=1(Bk � Ak) ! IEGB

Bk � IEGA
Ak > 0 (a.s.) as x ! 1:

Hence by the CLT,

P��(� =  x; � < x) = O(exp(�r2 x))

with 0 <  < 1; 0 < r2 < 1 for large x, and therefore IE[� ; � < �] <  3x;

 3 <1: Thus we have

IE��� = IE�� [�; � > �] + IE�� [� � �; � > �] + IE�� [� ; � � �]:

Hence, IE��� � ( 1 +  2 +  3)x:

Finally, T�� = NIE��� = O(x): 2

Part B. Note that according to (8.4), (8.7) and (8.8), we have

IEe� [X
2]

IEe�[Y
2]
>

IEe� [
P�
t=1 ItW

2
t ]

IEe� [
P�
t=1W

2
t (1 + 2IE[� � t j Ft]]

:

Then for e� 2 � and Ht � IE[� � t j Ft] we have Ht = O(Qt), given

Ft = (Qt; eBt) with Qt ! 1 and eBt < 1 (similar to (8.10)). Taking into

account that, according to the de�nition of e� 2 �, we have

Pe�(Qt =
e 1x) = O(exp(�r e 1x))

for e 1 > 1; 0 < r <1:, and hence

IEe� [W
2
t Ht] <  xIEe� [W

2
t ]

where  <1:

Thus
IEe� [X

2]

IEe�[Y 2]
> (1 + 2 x)�1

IEe�[
P�
t=1 ItW

2
t ]

IEe� [
P�
t=1W

2
t ]

:

Now we introduce the following notation (similar to (5.1){(5.2)):

KA;k(dA) =
FA;k(dA)

GA;k(dA)
FA;k(dA);

KB;k(dB) =
FB;k(dB)

GB;k(dB)
FB;k(dB);

and we let e�K and IIe�K with KA and KB be de�ned in the same way as e�
and IEe� with GA and GB ; respectively. Now we can write

IEe� [X
2]

IEe�[Y 2]
> (1 + 2 x)�1

IIe�K [
P�
t=1 It]

IIe�K [
P�
t=1 1]

:
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Assume without loss of generality that IIe�K� < 1: Using the basic result

for regenerative processes, (see e.g., [3], (5.1.1)) we obtain

IEe� [X
2]

IEe�[Y
2]
> (1 + 2 x)�1II�KIt:

, where the subscript �K indicates that the `expectation' II�K is taken under

the steady-state regime, provided the behavior of the queue is `driven' by the

IS policy e�K : Now using the fact that It = I[�1;0)(maxs; 1�s�t eQs); where
eQt+1 = eQt + 1 � Dt; Dt is the number of customers departing from the

queue between the t-th and t+1 arrivals,s given it is not empty during this

period. (It is clear that Qt+1 = max[Qt+1�Dt; 0]; i.e., eQt is an unreected

modi�cation of Qt.) Denote e� � min[t j eQt > x]: We obtain (see, e.g., [15])

that II�KIt = IIe�K [
e� <1]: Thus, we have

IEe� [X
2]

IEe�[Y
2]
> (1 + 2 x)�1IIe�K [

e� <1]:

Parallel to the proof of Lemma 3 in [23] we obtain

IIe�K [I[0;1)(
e�)] > IIe�Ku [I[0;1)(

e�) exp(Pu)];

where

Pu =

e�X

t=1

(�KA;t(u) +

e��xX

t=1

�KB ;t(�u)); (8:11)

the subscript e�Ku indicates that we use K
(u)

A and K
(�u)

B instead of KA and

KB: One can choose u such that

lim
x!1

IIe�Ku
[I[0;1)(

e�)] >  1 > 0

(see e.g. [24], page 227 or [23], Lemma 3).

By Jensen's inequality, �KA;t
(2u) � 2�A(w) and �KB;t

(�2u) �
2�B(�w) with equalities if and only if GA;t = F (w) and GB;t = F (�w):

Let e� 62 ��; then

lim
x!1

Pu � 2�A(w)

x
= e > 0:

Thus,

�1

�2
>

eO(1)
1 + 2 x

IEe�X
2

IEe�Y 2 exp(2�A(w)x)
=

eO(1)
1 + 2 x

exp(zx); (8:12)

where z > 0: Finally, note that by Cauchy's inequality

Te� � N � (
p
�1 �

p
�2)

2:
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We have proved that e� 62 �� implies e� 62 ���, which directly implies state-

ment B of the theorem. 2:

Proof of Theorem 5.1. (sketch) Parallel to the proof of Theorem

4.1, Part B for e� 2 �0, and using that Pv = �KA
(v)x in (8.11), we obtain

that
�1

�2
>

eO(1)
1 + 2 x

exp(x(�K;A(v)� 2�A(w)))

; that is, ze� > �K;A(v)� 2�A(w) � 0: (For ze� > 0 we have by (8.12) that

�1 is the dominating term in (8.4).) Then taking into account that eB� has

a limiting distribution (by the renewal theory) and h( eB) = IE[
P�
t=� It(1 +

2
P�
s=t+1 Is) j eB�] is a bounded function (by Lemma 8.1) we have

IEe� [h(
eB�) j F�] <  <1 (a.s.):

Thus we obtain an upper bound

�1 < exp(�2�A(w)x)IEe� [W 2
� h(
eB�)] <  exp(�2�A(w)x)IEe� [W 2

� ]

. Then under A1{A3 we have by Theorem 3.1 [30]

IEe�[W
2
� ] =

e exp(x�K;A(v);

where 0 < e <1: Finally, we obtain ze� = �K;A(v)� 2�A(w): 2

We omit the proofs of Propositions 6.1{6.3, since they di�er from the

proof of Theorems 4.1 and 5.1 only in their routine calculations.

Proof of Proposition 6.4 (sketch).

We can write rpx � rvpx as follows (see [29]):

rpx =
IE
P�
t=1 ItSt

IE�
� IE

P�
t=1 It

IE�

IE
P�
t=1 St

IE�

� p(1)x � pxp(2):

Let T
(1)

e� , Te�; T
1
e�; T

2
e�, and T

0;2

e� be simulation costs required to obtain IS

estimators of prescribed accuracy for rpx; px; p(1)x ; p
(2)
x , and pxp

(2)
x ; respec-

tively. It is clear that

max[Te�1

; T
0;2

e�2

] < T
0;2

e�i <  1Te�1

+  2T
0;2
F ; i = 1; 2:

Here e�i; i = 1; 2 are certain IS policies from �;  i; i = 1; 2 are some �nite

constants, and T0;2
F = T

0;2

e�2

for the CMC estimator. Taking into account that

T
0;2
F does not depend on x, we obtain

Te� � T
0;2

e� = O(Te�)
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for large x: This implies that

Te� < T
(1)

e� <  3T
1

e� +  4Te�;

when  i < 1; i = 3; 4: It remains to prove that the simualtion cost T 1

e� =

O(Te�): Similar to (8.4) we have

T 1

e� = IEe���(x) =
IEe�X

2
1

(IEe�X1)2
+

IEe�Y
2

(IEe�Y )
2
� 2IEe�X1Y

IEe�X1IEe�Y
= �1;1 + �2;1 + �3; (8.13)

whereX1 �
P�
t=1 ItStWt; and Y �P�

t=1Wt:We will show that �1;1 = O(�1)

(see (8.4)) which implies by the proof of Theorem 4.1 (see in particular

(8.12)) that T 1

e� = O(Te�):
From the proof of Theorem 3.1 we have that limx!1 Pe�(� � � <  2x) =

1: Then by the de�nitions of fA(�) and St we have

St =  3t+  4

tX

k=1

c(Ak)

and IEc(Ak)
2 <1: Hence,

lim
x!1

Pe�(j St j<  6x) = 1

for t � �: Also by the CLT we obtain, using routine evalution, that

lim
x!1

Pe�(j St j>  7x) = O(exp(�r 7x));

where r > 0: Therefore

IEe�(X
2
1) = IEe�((

�X

t=1

ItWtSt)
2) = O(x2)IE(X2):

Also we have

IEe�X1IEe�((
�X

t=1

ItWtSt)) = (rpx � pxp
(2))IE� = eO(xpx) = eO(x)IEX:

Hence we get

�1;1 = O(�1):

The statement of the proposition directly follows from the last equa-

tion. 2
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